Installing your Hardwired GPS Tracker
Here is how to install your Hardwired GPS Tracker, if you need any additional assistance, please visit OneStepGPS.com
and chat with a representative or call (888) 813-7521.
1. Please make sure to connect all 3 wires in the following manner to ensure the device works properly.
Red = Main power = 12V DC (Constant Power)
Black = Ground = 0V DC
White = Ignition or accessory 12V DC (power only when the vehicle is on.)
*Blue = Connect to PTO wire. This is normally connected to a light on the dash for when the equipment is power.
** Orange= PTO wire – Negative trip.
Additional features like Starter disable, DriverID and Temperature Sense can be purchased separately.

We recommend - Poke & Wrap or soldering your connection(s)
A) Strip back insulation on the wire to be connected to and poke a hole through the wire.

B) Insert the wire to be connected through the hole.
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C) Wrap the connected wire on both sides of the connection to form a knot and pull connection tight.

D) Wrap the connection with 3M Super 33+ tape. You can also zip tie to prevent unraveling.
Use additional zip ties to further secure wiring, fuses, and device.
2. Start tracking. Once you have wired in your tracker please visit OneStepGPS.com/Track or click sign in at the
top of our website. (For mobile, download “One Step GPS” in Google Play/App store.)
You should have already received your user name and temp password via email.

Additional notes


After the device is installed it should start flashing. Once the lights go solid it should have connected. To make it
connect fast it is advised to turn the vehicle on.



When installing the device for the first time it is recommended to be in an uncovered area where the device has
unobstructed access to GPS Satellites.



Connecting just red and black wires and/or red and white together can cause the device to not function properly.



When installing the GPS Tracker it should never be inside the engine bay. It should always be in the cab or in the
vehicle. Places closest to the sky or with the least amount of interference are recommended.
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